Utilizing a Storm-Generating Hotspot to Study Convective Cloud Transitions
The CACTI Experiment


ABSTRACT: The Cloud, Aerosol, and Complex Terrain Interactions (CACTI) field campaign was designed to improve understanding of orographic cloud life cycles in relation to surrounding atmospheric thermodynamic, flow, and aerosol conditions. The deployment to the Sierras de Córdoba range in north-central Argentina was chosen because of very frequent cumulus congestus, deep convection initiation, and mesoscale convective organization uniquely observable from a fixed site. The C-band Scanning Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Precipitation Radar was deployed for the first time with over 50 ARM Mobile Facility atmospheric state, surface, aerosol, radiation, cloud, and precipitation instruments between October 2018 and April 2019. An intensive observing period (IOP) coincident with the RELAMPAGO field campaign was held between 1 November and 15 December during which 22 flights were performed by the ARM Gulfstream-1 aircraft. A multitude of atmospheric processes and cloud conditions were observed over the 7-month campaign, including numerous orographic cumulus and stratocumulus events; new particle formation and growth producing high aerosol concentrations; drizzle formation in fog and shallow liquid clouds; very low aerosol conditions following wet deposition in heavy rainfall; initiation of ice in congestus clouds across a range of temperatures; extreme deep convection reaching 21-km altitudes; and organization of intense, hail-containing supercells and mesoscale convective systems. These comprehensive datasets include many of the first ever collected in this region and provide new opportunities to study orographic cloud evolution and interactions with meteorological conditions, aerosols, surface conditions, and radiation in mountainous terrain.
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Cloud, Aerosol, and Complex Terrain Interactions (CACTI) field campaign was recently completed over a 7-month period from October 2018 through April 2019 in the Sierras de Córdoba (SDC) range of central Argentina. A primary goal was to use the high frequency of orographically initiated convective clouds to comprehensively study the complex interactions between meteorology, aerosols, complex terrain, and convective cloud life cycles. This article summarizes the campaign while highlighting ongoing and potential future research using its unique datasets.

Complex terrain provides a natural laboratory to study a range of cloud types and processes because of how frequently clouds anchor to specific topographic features. These features often strongly impact atmospheric circulations that commonly affect cloud and thunderstorm formation (Houze 2012). Many mountainous regions of the world exert a primary control on the initiation of deep convection that often grows upscale into mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), producing a majority of rainfall downstream of these regions (e.g., Laing and Fritsch 1997; Nesbitt et al. 2006; Durkee et al. 2009).

Poor prediction of deep convection initiation timing and location (e.g., Dai 2006), upscale growth from isolated to mesoscale systems (e.g., Hohenegger and Stevens 2013; Hagos et al. 2014), propagation (e.g., Del Genio et al. 2012; Song et al. 2013), and surface flux–precipitation interactions (e.g., Taylor et al. 2012; Klein and Taylor 2020; Qian et al. 2020) likely contribute to a warm, dry bias in climate models downstream of the SDC range (Carril et al. 2012; Solman et al. 2013) and other mountain ranges such as the Rockies (Anderson et al. 2003; Klein et al. 2006), which are key agricultural regions. Increasing model resolution has improved predictions, but even models without parameterized deep convection tend to display overly strong updrafts (Varble et al. 2014a; Marinescu et al. 2016; Fan et al. 2017), excessive rime that results in high-biased radar reflectivity (e.g., Lang et al. 2011; Varble et al. 2011; Fridlind et al. 2012; Stanford et al. 2017), and low-biased stratiform rainfall (e.g., Hagos et al. 2014; Varble et al. 2014b; Han et al. 2019). Improving the representation of these systems as a function of environmental conditions in multiscale models will help to answer the question of how water and food resources will change in a changing climate. Recent experiments including CuPİDO (Damiani et al. 2008), COPS (Wulfmeyer et al. 2008), and DOMEX (Smith et al. 2012)
have sought to better understand orographic cumulus and deep convective cloud life cycles. While these and many other non-orographic campaigns have contributed substantially to our understanding of interactions between clouds and their surrounding environment, sampling limitations have left open critical questions.

The wide range of environmental conditions in central Argentina and the high frequency of orographic convective clouds that evolve into deeper congestus, initiate into deep convection (Rasmussen and Houze 2011, 2016; Mulholland et al. 2018), and organize into mesoscale systems near the SDC range (Anabor et al. 2008; Romatschke and Houze 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2014, 2016) make it an ideal location to quantify interactions between convective clouds and their surrounding environment. Extreme storms in Argentina stand out as being some of the world’s deepest (Zipser et al. 2006), largest (Velasco and Fritsch 1987), and longest-lived (Durkee and Mote 2009) with some of the highest lightning flash rates (Cecil et al. 2015) and largest hail (Cecil and Blankenship 2012; Kumjian et al. 2020) on Earth. The convective life cycle in this region is significantly influenced by orographic flows (Nicolini and Skabar 2011; Rasmussen and Houze 2011; Bueno Repinaldo et al. 2015; Mulholland et al. 2019, 2020), the South American low-level jet (Nicolini et al. 2002; Salio et al. 2002, 2007; Saulo et al. 2004, 2007; Borque et al. 2010), and synoptic-scale troughs that induce the Northwestern Argentinian (“Chaco”) low (Seluchi et al. 2003), free-tropospheric subsidence (Ribeiro and Bosart 2018), eastward-propagating drylines (Bechis et al. 2020), and northward-propagating cold fronts (Seluchi et al. 2006) east of the Andes. Changes in land surface properties throughout the October–April warm season during which most precipitation falls impact surface fluxes and boundary layer evolution on daily and seasonal time scales that feed back to cloud and rainfall generation (e.g., Saulo et al. 2010; Sörensson and Menéndez 2011; Ruscica et al. 2015). Finally, local and long-range transport of biomass-burning smoke (Freitas et al. 2005; Camponogara et al. 2014, Della Ceca et al. 2018) and blowing dust impact aerosol properties in the region (Winker et al. 2013), but much remains unknown because of limited measurements in the region.

**Objectives**

The unique atmospheric conditions of central Argentina coupled with the motivation to better understand two-way interactions between convective clouds and their surrounding environment motivated the CACTI field campaign. The experiment was designed to address the following primary science questions:

1) How do orographically generated cumulus humilis, mediocris, and congestus clouds interact with and depend on environmental flows, thermodynamics, aerosols, and surface properties?

2) What combinations of environmental conditions promote or suppress deep convection initiation, upscale growth, and mesoscale organization, and how do deep convective systems alter surface and aerosol properties?

This multifaceted experiment involved deployment of an ARM mobile facility (AMF1; Mather and Voyles 2013) and the C-band Scanning ARM Precipitation Radar (C-SAPR2) for a long-term 6.5-month Extended Observing Period (15 October 2018–30 April 2019), and a 1.5-month intensive observation period (IOP; 1 November–15 December 2018) that included Gulfstream-1 (G-1) aircraft flights. The campaign overlapped with the collaborating multiagency, National Science Foundation (NSF)-led Remote Sensing of Electrification, Lightning, and Mesoscale/Microscale Processes with Adaptive Ground Observations (RELAMPAGO) field campaign [see companion article by Nesbitt et al. (2021)].
The processes targeted by CACTI measurements are shown in Fig. 1. One goal was to measure impacts of boundary layer evolution, orographic thermal and mechanical flows, occasional northerly low-level jets, and free-tropospheric conditions on the evolution of orographic cumulus, stratocumulus, and deeper convective clouds. North–south–oriented orographic cumulus cloud lines formed most frequently to the west of the AMF1 site over or just east of the highest terrain, fed by air east of the SDC when clouds were coupled with the boundary layer. Free-tropospheric flow typically had a westerly component, causing congestus clouds to shear toward the AMF1. In these situations, a primary goal was to measure the cloud-base inflow aerosol and thermodynamic properties while retrieving evolving properties of clouds and detrained air aloft through remote sensing, radiosondes, and the G-1. A second goal was to measure processes associated with the formation of rain and ice in convective clouds that led to deep convection initiation, in addition to processes that promoted or suppressed deep convective upscale growth into mesoscale complexes, for example through cold pool outflow interactions with the complex terrain and ambient atmospheric conditions.

A third goal involved measurement of the impacts of clouds and precipitation on free-tropospheric thermodynamics, aerosol wet deposition, and surface moistening, and how these impacts affected subsequent clouds.

**Observational strategy**

**Ground deployment.** The AMF1 with over 50 instruments was deployed with the C-SAPR2 to a rural location at 1,141-m elevation just east of Villa Yacanto, Argentina. The location was on the eastern slopes of the SDC, about 20 km from the primary north–south-oriented ridgeline crest that rises 2,000 m above the surrounding plains (Fig. 2). Radar beam blockage was minimal apart from the lowest levels to the west where the higher terrain was located. The AMF1 was also well offset from anthropogenic aerosol sources to the northeast where the prevailing flow originated. Views of the site are shown in Fig. 3. Additional sites included a second sounding site.
and meteorological station at Villa Dolores Airport west of the mountains, two high-elevation meteorological stations between the AMF1 and Villa Dolores sites, and camera sites offset 1–2 km from the AMF1 for stereo photogrammetry. Figure 2 also shows operational Córdoba sounding and radar sites, and fixed RELAMPAGO sites where C-band radars and a differential absorption lidar were deployed for a portion of CACTI.

The extensive ground instrumentation deployed for CACTI and their primary measurements are shown in Table 1. Although the campaign officially began 15 October, most measurements began in late September. Scanning Ka-, X-, and C-band radars and a vertically pointing Ka-band radar made critical cloud and precipitation measurements. The radar scan strategy targeted the evolution of close by convective clouds. The C-SAPR2 performed a 15-tilt plan position indicator (PPI) “volume” between elevation angles of 0.5° and 33° followed by a vertically pointing, azimuthally rotating (“bird bath”) ZPPI, and two six-azimuth hemispheric range–height indicator (HSRHI) patterns along the radials shown in Fig. 2. Hemispheric (HS) in this context refers to scanning from one horizon to the other (180° in elevation) at a constant azimuth. This sequence was repeated every 15 min. The X-/Ka-band Scanning ARM Cloud Radar (SACR) also performed a 15-min sequence with a 30°-wide sector RHI scan between west-southwest and west, followed by the HSRHI pattern repeated three times. The sector RHI was performed because four HSRHI patterns could not be comfortably fit into a 15-min sequence, but it also provides a limited volume with high vertical resolution within the field of view of stereo cameras from which cloud boundary retrievals are possible.

Periods of C-SAPR2 pedestal mechanical issues began in late December, and by early March, the azimuthal motor failed. At this time, the C-SAPR2 was reconfigured to perform a west–east HSRHI pattern with 45-s updates for the rest of the campaign. The X/Ka-SACR then began performing PPI volumes, replacing the sector RHI and one of the HSRHI patterns in each 15-min sequence. These volumes had a shorter range (60 vs 110 km), lower angular resolution, and greater attenuation in heavy precipitation than C-SAPR2 volumes but filled the PPI volume gap for the rest of the campaign.

Additional cloud and precipitation measurements were continuously made by disdrometers, rain gauges, cameras, microwave radiometers, lidars, and a total-sky imager. Radiosondes were the most critical instrument for measuring atmospheric state. At the AMF1 site, they were launched every 3–4 h between 0900 and 2100 local time (LT) (1200 and 0000 UTC). The sounding site at Villa Dolores launched at 0900 and 1500 LT (1200 and 1800 UTC). Additional atmospheric kinematic and thermodynamic information was provided by surface meteorological stations, microwave radiometers, an Atmospheric Emitted Radiation Interferometer, a Doppler lidar, a radar wind profiler, and a sodar. Surface conditions were monitored with eddy correlation flux measurement and surface energy balance systems. Exhaustive spectral and broadband, upwelling and downwelling, shortwave and longwave radiation measurements were made by a number of radiometers. Last, comprehensive aerosol scattering, absorption, size distribution, and chemical composition measurements were made along with concentrations of condensation nuclei, cloud condensation nuclei at several supersaturations, ice nucleating particles, and several trace gases.
Aircraft deployment. The G-1 (Schmid et al. 2014) completed 22 flights between 4 November and 8 December totaling 79.4 h of flight time (Fig. 4). The instrumentation payload and measurements made are shown in Table 2, and each flight is described in Table 3. Nineteen flights sampled cumulus humulis, cumulus congestus, or stratocumulus clouds, with most having clear ties to the topography, while eight included initiation of deep convection during or shortly after flights. Flight summaries can be downloaded on the RELAMPAGO field catalog available through the National Center for Atmospheric Research Earth Observing Laboratory.
Fig. 4. (a) A map overlaid with the 22 flight tracks, (b) an outreach event on 15 Nov 2018, and (c) cumulus congestus with ice formation from flight 10 on 21 Nov 2018.

Table 2. G-1 aircraft instrumentation during CACTI with primary measurements of each instrument. Please see Varble et al. (2019) for data quality notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft instruments and measurements</th>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positioning measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position/aircraft parameters</td>
<td>Aircraft-integrated meteorological measurement system-20, global positioning system (GPS) DSM 232, C-MIGITS III (miniature integrated GPS/INS tactical system), VectorNav-200 GPS/INS, Video Camera P1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atmospheric-state measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure, temperature, humidity, winds, and turbulence</td>
<td>Gust Probe, Rosemount 1221F2, Aircraft Integrated Meteorological Measurement System-20, Tunable Diode Laser Hygrometer, GE-1011B Chilled Mirror Hygrometer, Licor LI-840A, Rosemount 1201F1 and E102AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aerosol and trace-gas measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol sampling</td>
<td>Aerosol Isokinetic Inlet, Counterflow Virtual Impactor (CVI) Inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol optical properties</td>
<td>Single particle soot photometer, three-wavelength integrating nephelometer, three-wavelength particle soot absorption photometer, three-wavelength single-channel tricolor absorption photometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol chemical composition</td>
<td>Single-particle mass spectrometer (miniSPLAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol size distribution</td>
<td>Ultrahigh sensitivity aerosol spectrometer, scanning mobility particle sizer, passive cavity aerosol spectrometer, optical particle counter model CI-3100, dual-polarized cloud and aerosol spectrometer (CAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN concentration</td>
<td>Fine (1 on Isokinetic Inlet and 1 on CVI Inlet) and Ultrafine CPCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN concentration</td>
<td>Dual-column CCN counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP concentration</td>
<td>Filter collections for Colorado State University Ice Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace-gas concentrations</td>
<td>N₂O, CO, O₃, and SO₂ monitoring systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cloud and precipitation measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrometeor size distribution</td>
<td>Fast Cloud Droplet Probe, two-dimensional stereo probe, High Volume Precipitation Sampler 3, Cloud and Aerosol Precipitation Spectrometer (CAPS; includes Cloud Imaging Probe, CAS, and Hotwire Sensor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrometeor imagery</td>
<td>Cloud particle imager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid water content</td>
<td>Particle volume monitor 100-A, multi-element water content meter, Hotwire Sensor from CAPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aircraft position and atmospheric-state measurements with 1–100-Hz sampling were made by a number of instruments. Comprehensive aerosol measurements overlapped significantly with measurements made continuously at the surface AMF1 site and included aerosol scattering and absorption, size distribution, and chemical composition in addition to condensation nuclei, cloud condensation nuclei, ice nucleating particle, and trace-gas concentrations. In situ cloud properties measured included bulk condensed water content from several sensors, a cloud particle imager, and hydrometeor size distributions.

Most flights performed north–south, constant-altitude legs over the AMF site, over the highest terrain where clouds were most frequent, and to the west of the clouds and highest terrain (Fig. 4). Legs were flown just below cloud base (when possible), at midcloud level through cloud and to its west and east, and at cloud top, repeating in time. Some flights also included a spiral down over the AMF site to provide an aerosol and thermodynamic profile. Deviations from this strategy were performed on occasion based on meteorological or cloud conditions. The aerosol isokinetic inlet was used to sample the clear sky aerosol population above, below, and adjacent to clouds. The counterflow virtual impactor (CVI) inlet was used for in-cloud sampling, to characterize cloud droplet residuals, and compare their sizes and compositions to particles outside clouds.

Coordination with the RELAMPAGO field campaign. CACTI coincided with the RELAMPAGO field campaign [see companion article by Nesbitt et al. (2021)] which included a hydrologic
component from June 2018 through April 2019 and an IOP between November 2018 and January 2019. RELAMPAGO and CACTI teams coordinated operations due to their shared goals of targeting initiating and growing deep convective clouds. The CACTI PI and some science team members were commonly located with the RELAMPAGO science team at the RELAMPAGO operations center in Villa Carlos Paz. Forecasts and near-real-time data displays utilized for RELAMPAGO mobile missions were also utilized for the adaptive observing components of CACTI during the IOP. During RELAMPAGO mobile missions, the CACTI observing sites were commonly used as part of the RELAMPAGO observing network.

The integration of these two campaigns has resulted in synergistic usage of data from RELAMPAGO and CACTI instrumentation for a number of studies. For example, RELAMPAGO radar measurements are being used with C-SAPR2 for multi-Doppler retrieved boundary layer and cloud dynamics during initiating and growing deep convection (Marquis et al. 2021) within the dense RELAMPAGO radiosonde networks during mobile missions. These well-sampled, better-characterized RELAMPAGO IOP cases will contextualize the many additional cases observed during CACTI, while CACTI radar rain-rate retrievals will help contextualize the long-term RELAMPAGO hydrologic observations.

**Operations and outreach**

Most CACTI instruments operated continuously and were monitored by ARM site technicians and engineers; however, some measurements were adjusted in response to weather forecasts or real-time observations. During the IOP, forecasts were provided by members of Servicio Meteorológico Nacional (SMN) and graduate students. Forecasts typically used global numerical weather prediction and regional convection-allowing model guidance that was run every 6–12 h by SMN, the University of Illinois, and Colorado State University (CSU). When deep convection was forecasted, AMF1 radiosonde launch frequency was increased from 4- to 3-hourly between 0900 and 2100 LT. Additional sondes were also occasionally launched from the Villa Dolores site. In addition, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-16 (GOES-16) mesoscale domain sectors (MDSs) with 1-min updates were requested from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) on these days with most requests granted. These data are available from the NOAA Comprehensive Large Array-Data Stewardship System (CLASS; www.class.noaa.gov). Outside of the IOP, model forecast guidance was used to coordinate daily radiosonde launch schedules and MDS requests. In addition, during select IOP daytime periods, the C-SAPR2 HSRHI radar scans were modified on site to target specific convective cells with sector RHIs.

Forecasts also informed flight planning for the next day, which consisted of a pattern and takeoff time that were decided upon by the PI, G-1 manager, and lead pilot on site in Rio Cuarto. Updated forecasts and real-time conditions were checked at least 4 h prior to takeoff to determine whether the flight takeoff should be delayed based on unexpected conditions. While airborne, G-1 flights were monitored in real time with radar, satellite, lightning, and flight track displays at the RELAMPAGO operations center. The lead flight scientist would communicate with the PI to adjust flight legs and updates were sent if inclement weather approached the flight operating area. Debriefs followed each flight, and mission summaries were written and uploaded to the RELAMPAGO field catalog.

Outreach efforts were performed by team members and ARM staff, facilitated by Investigación Aplicada (INVAP S.E.), who helped to manage CACTI. Prior to the start of CACTI, Paola Salio performed local outreach to explain instrumentation that would be installed just outside of Villa Yacanto. A daylong outreach event was then held at the AMF1 site at the start of the IOP. Members of the public and media were invited along with local high school students to learn about site instrumentation, measurements, operations, and scientific objectives including why the site was chosen and how the science that it would facilitate would benefit future weather and climate prediction in the region. A second outreach event was held at the Rio
Cuarto Airport where the G-1 was located. Members of the public, students, the media, airport officials, and governmental officials toured the aircraft and learned about the aircraft measurements and operations component of CACTI. Throughout the campaign, smaller groups of students, scientists, and members of the media were also able to visit the AMF1 site.

Data processing and retrievals
Data collected during CACTI are available through over 200 datastreams within the ARM archive searchable through the DOE ARM CACTI website (www.arm.gov/research/campaigns/amf2018cacti). Over 20 ARM value-added products that combine several datastreams into geophysical retrievals have been completed or are in progress. With ARM VAP names in parentheses, they include quality-controlled radiative flux measurements (RADFLUXANAL), aerosol optical properties (AOP), and corrected surface fluxes (QCECOR). Environmental thermodynamic and kinematic products include planetary boundary layer height estimates from soundings (PBLHT), microwave radiometer retrieved precipitable water (MWRRET), Doppler lidar retrieved horizontal and vertical winds (DLPROF), atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer (AERI)-estimated lower-tropospheric temperature and humidity (AERIOE), interpolated soundings (INTERPSONDE), and variational analysis retrieved large-scale forcing (VARANAL). Cloud products include cloud optical depth (MFRSRLCDOD), combined lidar–radar time–height cloud boundaries (KAZRARSCL), microwave radiometer retrieved liquid water path (MWRRET), radar variables derived from disdrometers (LDQUANTS, VDISQUANTS), Cartesian-gridded multifrequency scanning radar RHIs (KASACRGRIDRHI, XSACRGRIDRHI), and multiscale GOES-16 cloud retrievals provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (VISST). All radar data collected were calibrated following Hardin et al. (2020) and Hunzinger et al. (2020) using changes in ground clutter signals as a measure of drift relative to absolute calibration measured via corner reflector at a single time.

In addition to data provided by ARM, additional PI products have been or will soon be completed. Aerosol products include ice-nucleating particle (INP) concentrations and composition as a function of temperature processed at CSU from collected surface and aircraft samples, and single particle size and chemical composition aboard the aircraft from the miniSPLAT (Zelenyuk et al. 2010, 2015). Cloud products include stereo camera photogrammetric cloud boundary locations (e.g., Fig. 5; Öktem et al. 2014; Öktem and Romps 2021), GOES-16 deep convective overshooting top retrievals (Bedka and Khlopenkov 2016), and Cartesian-gridded radar PPI volumes. Higher-level radar products available include those generated by the Tarasnis radar processing framework including scanning precipitation radar corrections, specific differential phase retrievals, and geophysical retrievals. Geophysical retrievals include hydrometeor identification, rain rate, rainwater content, and mass-weighted mean diameter. These

![Fig. 5. An example of stereo photogrammetric-retrieved (a) heights of cloud boundaries, (b) manually tracked growing congestus top tracks, and (c) heights of tracked growing congestus tops in time from 1904 to 1915 UTC 19 Dec 2018.](image)
radar products are being used to develop convective-cell-track and cloud-type databases. All datasets will be made publicly available once published.

**Preliminary highlights and research opportunities**

**Meteorology.** Relatively strong upper-level jet westerly flow with variable meridional winds associated with passages of synoptic troughs and ridges was present for most of the campaign even during the summer. Upper-level synoptic troughs crossing the Andes induced the northwestern Argentinean low in the lee of the Andes northwest of the SDC, which would induce northerly low-level flow over the SDC, commonly in the form of a low-level jet. This low-level northerly flow brought moisture from the Amazon into the region while the westerly flow crossing the Andes induced steep free-tropospheric lapse rates and a variable-height inversion layer that allowed low levels to build conditional instability.

SDC topography also modified low-level flow and nearly always had an easterly upslope component, even at night when one might expect surface cooling-induced downslope westerly flow (Fig. 6a). The depth of this easterly flow varied considerably such that the flow at the crest of the SDC at times switched from westerly to easterly and could be above or below inversion layers depending on the situation, as indicated by the location of sharp specific humidity drops in Fig. 6c. Boundary layer northeasterly flow, at times in the form of a low-level jet, was commonly associated with increases in precipitable water (Fig. 6b, black line), specific humidity (Fig. 6c, color fill), and most unstable convective available potential energy (MUCAPE) (Fig. 6c, black line). Following these events, low-level flow often switched to southeasterly, commonly behind MCSs or cold fronts, where stable, moist, and relatively low CCN concentrations supported warm rain formation or drizzling fog. Above this stable...
layer, northerly flow commonly continued to advect in warm, moist air, sometimes for a day or more, feeding elevated deep convection decoupled from the surface.

These multiscale circulations supported the presence of CAPE exceeding 100 J kg\(^{-1}\) in over 50\% of the 935 AMF1 radiosondes launched. Values were often modest but reached extreme values over 6000 J kg\(^{-1}\) with levels of neutral buoyancy (LNB, i.e., parcel equilibrium level) exceeding 16 km in January [Fig. 7; see further analyses in Schumacher et al. (2021)]. MUCAPE and LNB most often peaked in the early evening, although most unstable convective inhibition (MUCIN) typically reached a minimum earlier in the afternoon (Fig. 7). MUCAPE parcels originated near the surface half of the time and thus were frequently elevated off of the surface (Fig. 7) with 30\% of soundings with CAPE > 100 J kg\(^{-1}\) having most unstable parcels over 1 km above the surface. These conditions appear to be similar to the U.S. Great Plains (e.g., Zhang and Klein 2010). The datasets collected during CACTI provide new opportunities for investigating multiscale atmospheric, surface, and topographic processes that produce commonalities and differences between the moist convection setups in these two regions.

Aerosols. Many aerosol measurements during CACTI were the first ever collected in subtropical South America, providing opportunities to better understand processes that influence their formation, growth, diurnal cycle, and vertical variability within the context of other well observed regions of the world. Figure 8 shows PDFs of observed surface CN and CCN concentrations covering the whole field campaign, highlighting a large spread in values. CN concentrations (>10 nm) were most commonly 1500–2500 cm\(^{-3}\) but often extended to higher values that at times exceeded \(10^4\) cm\(^{-3}\). These higher concentrations are reflected in ~1\% supersaturation CCN concentrations that could reach values exceeding 3000 cm\(^{-3}\), although 0.2\% CCN concentrations were almost always less than 1000 cm\(^{-3}\) and typically much less than that. This highlighted the common occurrence of significant spreads in CCN spectra. Surface CN and CCN concentrations exhibited a distinctive diurnal cycle in which they were minimized around 1200 UTC (0900 LT) and peaked in the early evening (Fig. 8). Contributors to this diurnal variation include afternoon new particle formation and growth, an overnight peak in precipitation, and daytime easterly component boundary layer flows (Fig. 6a). These flows originate from agricultural areas and towns in and along the SDC foothills with the Córdoba metropolitan area of more than 1.5 million people centered

---

Fig. 7. AMF1 radiosonde (Holdridge et al. 2018) (a) MUCAPE (red) and MUCIN (blue; \(\times 10\)) PDFs, and (b) MU lifted-parcel starting level (black) and LNB (green) over the entire field campaign between Oct 2018 and Apr 2019. (c) Mean and median MUCAPE (red), MUCIN (blue), MU lifted-parcel starting level (black), and LNB (green) diurnal cycles between 1200 and 0000 UTC (0900 and 2100 LT; the daily period over which sondes were launched every 3–4 h) from INTERPOLATEDSONDE are also shown.
90 km to the northeast. This mean diurnal cycle is also very similar to that of convective instability shown in Fig. 7.

Comprehensive aerosol size distribution and optical property measurements were also made, both at the surface and aboard the aircraft. The Aerosol Chemistry Speciation Monitor continuously measured mass concentrations of organics, sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and chloride at the surface, while the miniSPLAT aboard the G-1 measured the size and mixing state of nearly 1.5 million interstitial and cloud droplet residual particles, including particles composed of oxygenated organics mixed with varying amounts of sulfates, organic amines, dust, and fresh and aged soot particles (e.g., Fast et al. 2019). These measurements will be used to better understand how aerosol properties such as chemical composition vary from below cloud to in, around, and above clouds over a range of meteorological and cloud conditions. Such information can also be combined with airmass trajectories to examine local and remote aerosol source regions and how their transport is impacted by complex terrain. For example, ongoing research shows that very high CCN conditions resulted from smoke transport from northeastern Argentina associated with biomass burning (Cancelada et al. 2019).

INP filter samples (DeMott and Hill 2020a,b) were collected on all flights following Levin et al. (2019) and throughout the campaign at the AMF1 site following DeMott et al. (2018a). Collected particles were resuspended in ultrapure water to obtain immersion freezing INP concentrations as a function of temperature using CSU’s ice spectrometer (DeMott et al. 2018b). Figure 9 shows all AMF1 spectra collected during the G-1 flight period (17 of 83 in total) compared to the aircraft spectra. Aircraft data agree in form and span with the surface data, although flight-level air often contains fewer INPs at the same temperature. This is likely due to dilution through a well-mixed boundary layer and/or decoupling of flight-level air.

![Fig. 8. AMF1 site (a) CN > 10 nm (Kuang et al. 2018a) PDF and (b) CCN (Uin et al. 2018) PDFs colored by supersaturation setpoint (0.2%, 0.4%, and 1.0%) for the entire field campaign between Oct 2018 and Apr 2019. (c) Mean and median CN (black) and CCN (colored by supersaturation) diurnal cycles are also shown.](image)

![Fig. 9. INP concentrations plotted vs temperature for particles from 34 filters collected on the G-1 and 17 filters collected at the AMF1 site on coincident days (Demott and Hill 2020c,d). Vertical bars represent 95% confidence intervals.](image)
from the surface. The non-log-linear shape of filter spectra, especially the “hump” at temperatures greater than −20°C, indicates a pervasive influence of biological INPs, including bacteria, fungi, and other biomolecules from plants and soils (Hill et al. 2016, 2018, O’Sullivan et al. 2018; Suski et al. 2018). To resolve the microbial/protein, organic, and inorganic INP fractions, INPs were also measured following heating (95°C) and H₂O₂ digestions of aliquots of suspensions (Suski et al. 2018). This INP dataset is the largest collected in subtropical South America, and the data on INP compositions is the most comprehensive for any midlatitude region. Recently completed analyses, being readied for publication, suggest INP source regions primarily from the northeast to southeast of the SDC, with likely important contributions from these sectors’ agricultural soils. Comparison with and integration of this new INP dataset with others collected around the world is underway.

**Aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions.** The vast array of collocated aerosol, cloud, precipitation, and radiation measurements during CACTI provides unique opportunities for studying aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions. For surface coupled clouds, the continuous 6.5-month record of meteorological conditions and surface aerosol properties allows for the examination of aerosol direct and indirect effects on shallow cumulus and stratocumulus clouds as well as deeper mixed phase convective clouds. In particular, current research is investigating how CCN concentrations affect stratocumulus rain formation building on Borque et al. (2018), and deep convective cloud microphysical and macrophysical properties building on Varble (2018). In addition, there are opportunities to explore how INPs affect primary ice nucleation in supercooled cumulus congestus clouds.

G-1 measured CN and CCN concentrations varied by two orders of magnitude and often fell significantly between the boundary layer and free troposphere (Fig. 10a). Many cloud measurements were located at 3.1–3.6-km altitudes in orographic cumulus clouds although a range of lower altitude clouds on either side of the SDC were also sampled in addition to deeper congestus clouds. Peak droplet concentrations, typically collected at midcloud altitudes, reached more
than 1000 cm$^{-3}$ but typical values were less than 400 cm$^{-3}$ (Fig. 10b) and often lower than the subcloud 0.2% CCN concentration, indicating potentially lower updraft supersaturations and/or effects of dry-air entrainment. The greatest liquid water contents (LWCs) exceeding 2 g m$^{-3}$ were observed in deep cumulus congestus clouds on 21 November. Most LWCs were much lower in magnitude, although cumulus LWCs occasionally exceeded 1 g m$^{-3}$ (Fig. 10c). Ongoing research is examining linkages between these aerosol and cloud measurements. G-1 measurements can also be used to examine cloud processing of aerosols and vertical transport from lower-altitude, higher-aerosol-loading layers to the relatively cleaner free troposphere.

Surface measurements show many days with new particle formation and growth of aerosols while heavy rainfall events resulted in significant wet deposition. A 1-week example is shown in Fig. 11 via SMPS aerosol size distribution measurements in time. Heavy rainfall on 12 November resulted in deposition of nearly all CCN up to the peak 1% supersaturations being measured and a drop in CN > 10 nm concentrations to ~100 cm$^{-3}$. In contrast, 14–16 November rain-free days with ample solar insolation show growth of particles during the daytime from the Aitken to accumulation (CCN) mode. Opportunities exist to further study these new particle formation, growth, and wet-scavenging processes.

Clouds and precipitation. Clouds and precipitation were frequent over the AMF1 site with 191 of 212 days between 1 October and 30 April producing shallow liquid clouds, 165 of which had stratiform liquid clouds of greater than 30 min in duration over the site. Eighty-three days also produced deep convection over the site with 93 days producing gauge-measurable precipitation and 135 days producing disdrometer-measurable precipitation. Time–height object identification from vertically pointing radar and lidar data constituting the ARSCL (Active Remote Sensing of Cloud Locations) product (Clothiaux et al. 2001) show more than 3,400 shallow, liquid clouds were observed, with more than 650 lasting longer than 30 min. It also indicates over 2,700 primarily convective clouds with cloud bases > 0°C and tops < 0°C were observed with over 540 having cloud tops < −30°C (i.e., deep convective objects). Connecting these convective elements to one another via anvils yields over 1,100 separate convective systems, ~160 of which are deep convective systems (cloud tops < −30°C).

Low-level cloud cover increased significantly between the morning and late afternoon in association with orographic upslope flow (Fig. 12). Rainfall also exhibited a relative maximum in the late afternoon; however, overnight hours produced the greatest amount of rainfall and most frequent deep clouds (Fig. 12). This is consistent with the bimodal diurnal timing of deep convection initiation shown by Cancelada et al. (2020) and
similar to parts of the U.S. Great Plains (Higgins et al. 1997; Wilson and Roberts 2006; Zhang and Klein 2010). Rainfall was spread throughout the campaign, accumulating to just over 1000 mm (Fig. 12). November, January, and March all produced 200 mm or more of rainfall with November (240 mm) having the most rainfall. December (60 mm) and February (just over 70 mm) were very suppressed in comparison. Much of this precipitation originated in heavy rainfall events frequently exceeding 50 mm with peak 1-min rain rates exceeding 100 mm h$^{-1}$, the greatest of which occurred on 11–12 November 2018 with just over 100 mm of rainfall (Fig. 11). Heavy rainfall events significantly increased soil moisture (Fig. 12), with potential impacts on surface fluxes and boundary layer evolution for the days that followed that require investigation.

**Shallow convection.** North–south–oriented orographic cumulus cloud lines aligned with the crest of the SDC formed on most days by afternoon hours. These cloud lines most frequently developed just east of the SDC crest but occasionally formed directly over the crest or along the western foothills depending on thermodynamic and kinematic profile of the lowest few kilometers of the troposphere. On days with strong inversions, several sampled by the G-1, these cumulus lines remained shallow but would commonly expand eastward into a stratocumulus layer by early evening. These widespread cloud layers were often detectable by the Ka-band radars and at times would begin drizzling, the causes of which are currently being investigated. An example is shown in Fig. 13, although liquid cloud drizzle onset cases vary significantly in their combinations of environmental and cloud properties.

Purely liquid raining clouds and drizzling fog (e.g., present as the early morning diurnal peak in Fig. 12) were also common on days with deeper precipitating clouds. These situations were often associated with stable, moist, and relatively clean low-level easterly upslope flow
commonly produced by significant rainfall events. Precipitating convective clouds of moderate depth that likely contained ice were common, as were supercooled congestus clouds without ice reaching temperatures of −20°C or colder. The processes contributing to precipitation and ice formation in these clouds as they deepen and widen are a focus for future investigation. Several G-1 flights occurred during such events to examine near- and in-cloud conditions with one focus on the effects of detraining near stationary, orographic cloud lines on nearby freetropospheric temperature and humidity that may reduce entrainment-driven buoyancy dilution in subsequent clouds following hypotheses summarized in Moser and Lasher-Trapp (2018).

Deep convection. Some orographic congestus initiated ice and precipitation with moderate to strong radar reflectivity values over periods of 30 min to several hours constituting successful deep convection initiation. Cells frequently initiated in multiple locations and interacted as time progressed. To track the evolution of cells including interactions through merging and splitting with neighboring cells, cells were identified using 15-min C-SAPR2 composite reflectivity and tracked using an updated version of FLEXTRKR (Feng et al. 2018, 2019). The mountainous terrain to the west of the site blocked PPI elevation angles up to 2°–5° depending on azimuth such that shallow cells west of the SDC are not detected; however, the deep mode is well captured by using composite rather than low-level reflectivity. For the ~3.5 months (1 October–26 December, 21 January–5 February, 22 February–2 March) that the C-SAPR2 collected PPI volumes, 6,895 cells were tracked with associated radar-retrieved properties. An example of identified cells and their tracks is shown in Fig. 14a with accumulated cell starting locations shown by density in Fig. 14b, highlighting the propensity for cells to form slightly east of the highest terrain and just west of the AMF1 site. Mean cell area increases moving eastward from the high terrain, indicative of upscale-growth events immediately east of the...
high terrain (Fig. 14c). Current work involves matching radar HSRHI scans, AMF1-observed atmospheric conditions, and cell tracks to form a database for the study of factors influencing deep convective cloud life cycles.

Using the cell-track database and satellite-based MCS tracking, current research is focused on deep convection initiation and upscale growth processes. One focus is building on Nelson et al. (2021) to study how mesoscale and cloud-scale circulations couple with thermodynamic variability below and above cloud base to impact convective updraft properties critical to the formation of sustained precipitation. A second focus is understanding how cells evolve following sustained precipitation formation, particularly through convective downdrafts and cold pools that initiate new updrafts and may or may not promote upscale growth into MCSs. While many deep convective cells observed during CACTI grew upscale into supercells (e.g., Trapp et al. 2020) or mesoscale complexes, events during the IOP are of particular interest because of more extensive characterization via RELAMPAGO measurements. Extreme deep convective events are also a focus of investigation (e.g., Borque et al. 2020) including the 25 January 2019 event shown in Fig. 15 that produced a radar echo top near 21 km above sea level in a HSRHI scan with 40-dBZ echoes extending above 19 km.

**Modeling.** A number of modeling activities focused on CACTI cases are ongoing. A regional 3-km Weather Research and Forecasting simulation covering 15 October–30 April utilizing an aerosol-aware microphysics scheme (Thompson and Eidhammer 2014) was performed with output intended to match radar, satellite, and vertical profiling sampling frequencies to support direct model–observations comparisons (Zhang et al. 2021). Shallow orographic cloud occurrence, convection initiation, and upscale growth representation in this simulation are being evaluated, including sensitivities of convective cloud life cycles to model resolution since horizontal grid spacing > 500 m fails to fully resolve deep convective updrafts (Bryan et al. 2003; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Varble et al. 2020; Lebo and Morrison 2015; Verrelle et al. 2015). Future work will also investigate sensitivities to parameterized aerosol and microphysical processes with collected aerosol datasets available for model initialization.
Large-eddy simulations better resolve convective updraft thermals, and ARM is expanding their LES ARM Symbiotic Simulation and Observation (LASSO) ensemble runs originally designed for shallow cumulus cases at the ARM SGP site (Gustafson et al. 2020) to handle CACTI orographic deep convection initiation events. These nested simulations with an inner mesoscale domain grid spacing of 100 m will be run in small ensembles for up to 10 cases or more to support convective cloud processes science, coarser model assessment, and parameterization evaluation with direct linkages to field campaign measurements. Output, as well as initialization and restart files, will be freely available to the research community.

Summary and lessons learned

CACTI, together with RELAMPAGO, was the result of a large collaborative team of U.S. and Argentine scientists, facility and project managers, instrument engineers and technicians, dataset mentors, weather forecasters, and many more. Numerous challenges were encountered including delays in shipping, electrical grid dropouts, aircraft communications dropouts, and failure of C-band hardware components. The keys to overcoming these challenges were contingency planning, timely and effective communication, readiness to adjust measurement strategies, and individuals putting in extra time and effort. The success of this team resulted in a comprehensive collection of atmospheric state, aerosol, cloud, precipitation, radiation, and surface measurements at the surface and aloft, providing new opportunities to study atmospheric processes critical to weather and climate in a previously data-sparse region.

Several lessons can be gleaned from CACTI that may help future field campaigns be successful. First, the importance of site location cannot be overstated, so time and care should be put into site selection to best balance scientific needs with logistical limitations. This requires pre-campaign (at least 1–2 years ahead of time) research and planning with critical local support. Second, choosing appropriate sites and measurement strategies (e.g., when to launch radiosondes, how to scan a radar) also benefits greatly from pre-campaign data analysis. Third, consistent monitoring of data via near-real-time quick-look imagery is critical to identifying and fixing issues quickly to avoid degraded or missing data. Last, datasets with consistent measurement strategies (e.g., a regular radar scan sequence) are much easier to use and interpret than frequently changing strategies. However, there is also a need for innovative new techniques targeting critical phenomena (e.g., convective updrafts) that we still fail to adequately measure. Observing system simulation experiments provide a tool to formulate and test these techniques and should become standard for future major field campaigns to reduce subjectively chosen strategies.

The unique location of the experiment conducted over an entire warm season provides new opportunities for studying the life cycles of numerous convective clouds from initial cumulus formation through organization of deep convective systems within the context of thoroughly observed factors influencing their evolution. Shallow liquid clouds were observed directly overhead on 90% of the campaign days with ~160 deep convective systems and highly variable CCN and INP concentrations. Initial results show that deep convection initiation was most
frequent just east of the primary SDC ridgeline west of the AMF observing site with immediate deep convective upscale growth over and east of the AMF site. The rainfall diurnal cycle has a prominent nocturnal maximum with a secondary late afternoon peak. CIN minimizes in midafternoon followed by an early evening peak in CAPE and LNB that is similar to the mean diurnal peak of CN and CCN concentrations. These findings were generally expected but unquantified until now. Less expected were the high frequencies of elevated deep convection, drizzling fog and warm rain, aerosol growth and significant wet-scavenging events, and radar echo tops reaching nearly 21 km above sea level in the SDC foothills.

The first research studies from CACTI are just being published, and much of the research targeting processes in Fig. 1 is just beginning, from controls on warm rain and ice formation to determinants of updraft size, shape, strength including entrainment and detrainment, and from the formation of downdrafts and their role in cold pools and deep convective upscale growth to interactions of aerosol and cloud life cycles with one another and with complex terrain affected circulations. Such studies combined with high-resolution modeling will improve process-level understanding but also be critical for evaluating and improving aerosol and cloud process parameterizations in next-generation weather and climate models.
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